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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The contractor has completed the tasks as set out in the Scope of Work. The solar cell
assemblies (SCAs) have been described in detail, resulting in a Materials List - As Built; As
Flown (see pages 54-55) and two sets of SCA data sheets (pages 56-61 and pages 62-66).
Crystal orientation cannot be determined without demounting and disassembling each SCA.
Such work should be deferred until the test plate is disassembled, preferably by NASA
personnel. Pre-flight electrical characteristics have been collated in detail for future reference.
Post-flight electrical measurements conducted by NASA were extended and full current-voltage
data for all LD-type cells were obtained. Current-voltage traces are appended to this document
on pages 75-89. Task 2 activities were extended to encompass a full diagnosis and data
analysis of the electrically-conductive surface coatings and electrical bond materials. Task 3
activities are included in the relevant sections indicating the effects of the space particulate and
atomic oxygen environments with a summary provided at the end of the report.
Meteoroid and debris (M&D) impact locations were scanned using Space Power Institute
facilities to determine whether the M&D environment has a significant effect on SCA structural
integrity and electrical performance. Impact site location and dimensions data shall be inserted
into the LDEF M&D SlG Database maintained by Lockheed ESCO, NASA Johnson Space
Center.
An anomalous cluster of impact sites was located on cells S-2 and S-3. A major impact
event on cell S-10 resulted in extensive cracking of the coversheet, which caused several
sectors of the coversheet to become electrically isolated. Electrical continuity could be restored
by applying mechanical force to such areas implying that thermal cycling could result in partial
intermittent electrical continuity across the coversheet surface.
A coversheet penetration flux distribution was derived from the M&D impact data,
allowing for the estimation of solar cell damage. Of 397 identified M&D sites only two
penetrated the coversheet material. The area erosion effect due to impact site spallation is of
negligible importance in scattering radiation and reducing solar cell output. Solar cell maximum
power reduction is inversely proportional to coversheet thickness, indicating that for the
coversheet thicknesses deployed here (6 mil, 12 mil, 40 mil) radiation darkening of the
coversheet is significant and that the coversheets provided adequate radiation protection to the
cells.
Indium oxide electrically-conductive coatings are subject to atomic oxygen degradation,
resulting in an increase in surface resistivity. Adhesive-based electrically conductive bonds
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(EBPs) appear to be subject to vacuumoutgassingresulting in reducedresistivity,whereas
solder-based EBPs showed increased resistance most likely due to the greater thermal
expansioncoefficientmismatchbetweentheEBPand thecoversheet.
Further analysis is recommended in the areas of (i) M&D impact site clusters, (ii)
coversheet penetration effects on solar cell performance, (iii) differential charging/discharging
effects for isolated areas on nominally electrically-conductive solar cell coversheets.
SCOPE OF WORK
The Scope of Work is presented here for completeness as taken from the NASA Delivery Order
Proposal and Acceptance package for this project (delivery order no. 18, contract NAS8-39131).
The Long Duration Exposure facility (LDEF) experiment A0171 was composed of many separate
experiments, some of which contained solar cells. These solar cells require post-flightanalysis.
Task 1: The contractor shall analyze these solar cells from LDEF experiment A0171 and provide
the following data, as available.
solar cell descdpUon
substrate composition and
composition and thickness
thickness, crystal orientation, anti-reflective coating
pre-flight characteristics
V (open circuit), I (shod circuit), V (at maximum power), I (at maximum power), maximum
power and efficiency
post-flight characteristics
V (open circuit), I (short circuit), V (at maximum power), I (at maximum power), maximum
power and efficiency
The solar cell description and pre-flight characteristics will be provided by NASA, as available.
Task 2: perform solar cell measurements as necessary to complete task 1.
Task 3: provide an analysis summary and conclusion of findings related to Space Environmental
Effects (SEE) on solar cells in Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
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INTRODUCTION
The space environment in earth orbit has been extensively studied and documented. The most
serious factors influencing electrical systems (including solar arrays) are the local radiation
environment, thermal cycling effects, local plama density, neutral particle density, spacecraft
surfaces outgassing/effluent products, and the meteoroid and debris flux. The radiation environ-
ment (proton, electron, and photon), fueled primarily by the sun but also by other stellar sources,
encountered by spacecraft in earth orbit is complex and depends upon such factors as orbital
altitude, inclination, and current solar activity levels, and can result in exposures which vary over
several orders of magnitude per orbit. The effects of these particles and electromagnetic radia-
tion can cause major changes in the properties of insulators and semiconductors by ionization,
atomic displacements or local changes due to chemical reactions. The severity of a radiation-
induced change under multi-factor stressing depends on the total dose, intensity, particle
species, impingement angle, presence of shielding, mechanical stress, local induced
environment, temperature, and the presence of system-generated electromegnetic fields.
Repeated thermal cycling with moderate to large temperature excursions are responsible
for the degration of materials mechanical and electrical characteristics. For example, thermal
control paints can be embritUed as the binder degrades. Thermally- or mechanically-induced
flexing of the substrate may lead to paint flakes being ejected form the surface, contaminating
the spacecraft local environment and contibuting to the space debris environment. Immersion of
a spacecraft in the ionospheric environment, typical of low earth orbit (LEO) altitudes (250 km to
1000 km), leads to a local induced environment produced by the complex interaction of the
spacecraft structure and systems with the ambient environment. The induced environment may
depend heavily on the out-gassing and de-gassing characteristics of the spacecraft surfaces,
especially for surfaces with long vent paths. Atomic oxygen exposure is known (ref. 1) to be
especially damaging for materials which suffer oxidation easily. Solar cell silver interconnects
have been found to be particularly susceptible as have numerous polymeric materials such as
Kapton ®.
Where spacecraft surfaces are exposed to the space particulate (meteoroid and debris
-M&D) environment the threat of hypervelocity micro-particle cratering, perforation, and impact-
induced electrical breakdown (both volume breakdown and surface flashover) exists. The term
=hypervelocity micro-particle impact" implies impact by micron-scale to sub-millimeter-scale
space particles, including space debris particles (SDPs) and interplanetary dust (meteoroids)
particles (IDPs) at velocities in excess of 4-6 km/s. Such particles typically impact spacecraft
and space structures in LEO at average velocities in the range 7-25 km/s and, because of their
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excessive kinetic energy, generate shock waves in target material, liberate copious amounts of
ejecta and initiate the production of hot plasma. Physical phenomena of these types are known
to be extremely damaging to low voltage spacecraft power systems operating exposed to the
space environment (refs 2-5). For solar arrays, cells, and other associated materials such as
coversheets, the problem is significant. Impacts cause large areas of spallation around impact
craters in brittle materials such as glass. Thin laminated structures such as solar cell or
multilayer dielectric stacks can suffer extensive delamination. Cratering in optical substrates
causes scattering and loss of transmission and the build-up of such sites reduces effective
aperture. Recently, Russian research has indicated that the shock processing of the solar cell
that occurs under impact can increase the cell shunt resistance significantly, producing a
dramatic reduction in efficiency and thus total power output (ref. 6).
The sum total of these effects on spacecraft materials, components, and systems, can
only be evaluated by long term exposure. Therefore, NASA designed, flew, and retrieved the
LDEF spacecraft, which remained in orbit for 69 months from April 1984 to January 1990.
Included in the experiment inventory were several experiments designed to measure the effects
of long duration exposure to the space environment on solar array materials, solar cells, and
associated array manufacturing technologies. The purpose of the work reported here was to
conduct an analysis of the solar cell stacks flown on LDEF as part of experiment A0171 (Solar
Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment -SAMPLE), in particular, the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) provided test plate.
LDEF ORIENTATION & EXPERIMENT EXPOSURE GEOMETRY
The LDEF was deployed into Earth orbit on 7 April 1984 at a time of near-minimum solar activity
and was retrieved 69 months later on 12 January 1990 at a time of near-maximum solar activity
(ref. 7) after completing 32,422 orbits. The spacecraft flew in a circular orbit, inclined at 28.5 °,
with an initial altitude of 257 nm (476 km). On retrieval, the orbit had decayed to an altitude of
approximately 179 nm (332 km).
A passive, gravity-gradient 3-axis stabilization scheme was utilized for attitude control.
Figure 1 shows the spacecraft structural configuration and identification of experiment locations
relative to the spacecraft body coordinate system. The 12 faces (experiment rows) of the
structure are numbered 1 through 12 in a clockwise direction when looking at the Earth-facing
end. The 6 longitudinal locations on each row are identified as Bay A through Bay F starting at
the Earth end of the spacecraft. Nominally, the LDEF was to fly orientated with the Row 9
surface normal (+Z axis) parallel to the spacecraft velocity vector and the spacecraft +X axis
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(Space-facing end normal vector) parallel to the orbit radius vector. In reality, the spacecraft
was yawed 8° to starboard and pitched 2 ° forward. Figure 2 shows the spacecraft attitude
relative to the Earth and the effect of the 8° yaw on the relative orientations of the various
experiment tray rows.
The GSFC test plate which is the subject of this report was part of LDEF experiment
A0171 which was located in Bay A08, close to the spacecraft leading edge. The experiment
comprised specimens of various solar array materials mounted in a standard 3" deep LDEF
peripheral tray. Figure 3 shows the post-deintegration view of the front of the entire A08
experiment tray (ref. 8) with the GSFC test plate being located in the lower left comer. Figure 4
is a schematic of the A0171 experiment layout indicating the position of the GSFC test plate
relative to other LDEF bays and the spacecraft attitude. Due to the location of the GSFC test
plate, i.e. close to the wall of the tray, it was necessary to determine the relative exposure
geometry with respect to the spacecraft flight vector. This is critical for atomic oxygen (ATOX)
exposure effects since part of the GSFC test plate was partially shielded from the ATOX RAM
direction.
Similarly, there is a =RAM-effect" for M&D particles due to the fact that the average
arrival velocity of such particles is comparable to the spacecraft velocity. Measurement of M&D
impact crater rates for all LDEF surfaces has yielded a RAM-to-WAKE impact ratio of between 5
and 10 to 1, the exact value being a function of particle type (Le. either meteoroid or debris),
particle velocity and size (refs 9-11). For a partially-shielded RAM-facing surface the M&D
impact rate should show the effect of such shielding. Figure 5 shows the relative exposure
geometry for the GSFC test plate. It can be seen that the whole of one row of solar cell
assemblies (SCAs), the row containing SCA S-1, is shielded from the direct ATOX RAM flux.
Also, this row should suffer fewer impacts due to M&D particles.
GSFC TEST PLATE EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
The GSFC test plate was designed to test the space environmental effects (radiation, atomic
oxygen, thermal cycling, meteroid & debris) on conductively coated solar cell coversheets,
various electrical bond materials, solar cell performance, and other materials properties where
feasible. The test plate contained twenty-eight 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cells (S-type), 305 _m
(12 mil) thick, with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-reflection (AR) coatings, covered by 305 l_m thick
fused silica (SiO2) coversheets with indium oxide (In203) conductive coatings, and fifteen 2 cm
X 6 cm, 305 ilm thick, silicon solar cells (LD-type) with tantalum pentoxide (Ta205) AR coatings,
boron-doped back surface field (BSF), aluminum back surface mirror (BSM), covered by various
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thickness (6 mil, 12 mil, and 40 mil) fused silica coversheets with MgF2 AR coatings and UV
blocking filters. Figure 6 shows the layout of the test plate, indicating the electrical connection
points. A complete materials list (as-built, as-flown), a data sheets for S-type SCAs, and data
sheets for LD-type SCAs are presented on pages 54-66.
2 cm X 2 cm Silicon Solar Cells
The S-type cells (note that the type designation, S- and LD-, are project specific) were bonded
to the experiment faceplate (epoxy board) using Dow-Corning adhesive 93-500. Electrical
connections were made to the coversheet front face using a variety of solders or conductively-
loaded adhesives, the objective of which was to determine the best method of providing
electrical continuity to the front face of the solar cell coversheet. Therefore, the cell contacts,
nominally titanium-palladium-silver (Ti:Pd:Ag), were irrelevant to this part of the experiment. No
measurements of cell current-voltage characteristics were possible. Figure 7 shows the S-type
SCA cross-sectional geometry.
Four vapor-deposited metallic (material undefined) pads are located on the front surface
of each S-type cell coversheet, one in each corner. Pad-to-pad measurements of electrical
resistance allows the surface coating resistivity to be characterized both pre- and post-flight.
Each cell also has four electrical bond pads (EBPs) connected to terminal posts via 24-AWG
copper (Cu) wire of either unplated or tin (Sb) plated type. Again, the S-type SCA data sheets
give the specific combinations for each cell stack. Space environmental exposure of the various
EBP materials was expected to modify or degrade the resistivity of the material. Terminal-to-
pad measurements of resistance can indicate the relative degree of degradation, although due
to the irregular nature of each EBP no estimate of resistivity could be obtained from such data.
Figure 8 shows the metallic-pad and EBP layout for the S-type cells.
2 cm X 6 cm Silicon Solar Cells with Various Thickness Coversheets
The LD-type cells were bonded to the experiment faceplate again using Dow-Coming adhesive
93-500. Cell electrical connections to terminal posts were made via Ti:Pd:Ag contacts to silver
(Ag) mesh busbars which were mostly encapsulated in the 93-500 RTV silicone adhesive,
except for those areas close to the terminal posts where the mesh was cut and twisted to make
a connecting "wire" for soldering to the terminal itself. Coversheets of various thicknesses were
bonded to the cells using 93-500 adhesive, although in the case of two SCAs (LD-1 and LD-4)
the coversheet was deleted to obtain the maximum level of environmental degradation possible
(i.e. no ATOX protection of the contacts and no radiation protection from the coversheet). Two
of the 40 mil (1.02 mm) thick coversheets on SCAs LD-11 and LD-14 did not have the UV
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blocking filter that was applied to the other LD-type cell coversheets. The UV filter geometry
(e.g. multi-layer) and material is undefined and so too is the 50% transmission cut-on
wavelength.
Figure 9 shows the cross-sectional geometry of the LD-type SCAs. These stacks were
configured to allow electrical characterization of each cell. Pre-flight measurements of open
circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc), and maximum power (PM_) were made for AM0
conditions at an unspecified (although estimated at 25-28°C) temperature. Post-flight
measurements of the same parameters were made by NASA GSFC personnel, again at an
undefined temperature. Further post-flight complete electrical characterizations of the cells
(including efficiency and fill factor) were made by Auburn University and NASA LeRC personnel
(see pages 75-89).
METEOROID AND DEBRIS RESULTS
An optical scan of the surfaces of the solar cell coversheets was made to determine the number
of meteoroid and debris (M&D) impact sites. The minimum diameter impact site recorded was
81_m although there is no guarantee that all sites of that size scale were located due to the high
levels of particulate contamination. We are confident that virtually all sites greater than 201_m in
diameter were located. Figure 10 is a scatter plot of the M&D impact sites located. A total of
397 sites larger than 81_m were located on a total surface area of 260 cm 2, excluding SCAs S°2,
S-3, LD-1, and LD-4 SCAs S-2 and S-3 were excluded from this number on the grounds that
they exhibited a significant number of impact craters clustered together, 222 and 66,
respectively, representing either a fragmented particle impact or a secondary ejecta crater field
produced by a primary impact on the tray wall close by. SCAs LD-1 and LD-4 were uncovered
cells and thus the M&D impacts occur in silicon.
Typical hypervelocity impact damage in glass coversheets comprised a circular inner
crater with a peripheral spall zone extending out typically 2-3 crater diameters and as much as 6
crater diameters (see figures 11a&b). Where possible the inner (crater) diameter, Dc, and the
outer (spall zone) diameter, Ds, were measured (see figure 12 for definitions). Frequently, the
inner crater was undefined, being ejected during the impact process. This phenomena is
indicative of higher velocities, over 4-6 km/s (refs 12-15). Figure 13 shows the cumulative
fluence distribution as a function of impact site (spall zone) diameter for all sites on glass
coversheet substrates. Due to the partial-shielding geometry it was instructuve to determine
whether the 3" recessed location of the experiment contributed to a non-uniformity in the M&D
flux across the surface of the test plate. The data were broken out as a function of row number
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and normalizedto the exposurearea of ROW-3 (60 cm2) to account for the differences in
exposurearea in each row(i.e. thereare differentnumbersof SCAsin each row). Figures 14
and 15show thecumulativefluencedistributionsof craterdiameterand spallzone diameterfor
all rows. Also, impact site data were binned accordingto ROW numberfor the coversheet
impactsand normalizedfor exposurearea (see figure16). Thepartially-shieldedrow, ROW-5,
contained60 impactsites whereasthe other four rowscontained,on average,96 sites (SD =
4.4), confirmingthe hypothesisthat relativelymoreof the M&Dparticlesappear to come from
the RAM directionfor an orbitingspacecraft. The 3" tray wall provided such shieldingas to
reducethenumberof M&Dimpactson averageby ~40%.
Where the inner crater diameter was reasonablywell-defined a measurementwas
recorded. The ratio of spallation diameter to crater diameterwas computed for each site,
numbering189,and was then binned. This ratio is a function of impact velocity with faster
impactsgeneratinghigherratiosof spalldiameterto craterdiameter. A numberdistributionfor
such ratioswasplotted(see figure 17), indicatinga medianratioof 2 to 2.25and a maximum
ratioof almost10. Futurework could relate the spall-crater ratio to impact velocity producing an
estimate of the impact velocity distribution for the specific spacecraft surface. All that can be
said, at present, is that the spall-crater ratio distribution exhibits a reassuring qualitative
similarity with the NASA SP-8013 meteoroid velocity distribution.
Since cells LD-1 and LD-4 were uncovered, and the impact response of silicon is
substantially different with respect to coversheet glass, the data from these cells were analyzed
separately. The cumulative fluence distribution for cells LD-1 and LD-4 is shown in figure 18. In
particular, the impact sites in silicon do not exhibit the inner crater/outer spall zone geometry,
rather they show merely spalled out pits (see figure 19). Therefore, site-to-site diameter
correlations should not be made between impact sites on silicon and glass since for a given
particle diameter and impact velocity the resultant crater diameter will be larger for silicon with
respect to glass.
Since M&D flux increases with decreasing particle diameter the LD-1 and LD-4 cells
should exhibit more detectable impact sites, which is the case. The partially shielded LD-1 has
25 sites and LD-4 has 27 sites, whereas LD-7, LD-10, and LD-13 have 19, 15, and 20 sites,
respectively. All of the 52 detected impact sites in the silicon solar cells are sufficiently deep to
penetrate the depletion layer (junction) which in such cells is typically no more than 3-5 tJm from
the upper surface of the cell, including the anti-reflection coating. It is possible that the
presence of such penetrations has shunted the cell significantly, contributing to the radiation and
ATOX erosion-induced degradation of the cell performance.
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For completeness, we executed a further photographic survey of the SCAs. Figures 20-
22 show typical M&D impact induced damage phenomena. Figure 20 shows the major impact
site (1.74mm alia.) on SCA S-10 showing the maximum extent of damage that can be expected
from the M&D environment short of total perforation of the spacecraft structure. The brittle
nature of the coversheet and the solar cell along with the multi-layer nature of the SCA induces
significant peripheral fracture, extending out to distance of at least lcm. Note that the impact
has =punched through" to the epoxy board faceplate and as such could have resulted in a cell
short circuit on a real solar array. Figure 21 shows a cluster of impact sites on SCA S-3,
possibly attributable to the ejection of particles from a primary impact site on the experiment tray
wall close by. Figure 22 shows ejecta spray material on the surface of SCA S-4 generated by
an impact that occurred on the edge of terminal post #3 of SCA S-5. The incoming particle was
fragmented, melted, and possibly partially vaporized and the fragmentation products impinged
across the surface of SCA S-4. Note the way in which the EBP has shielded part of the
coversheet surface from ejecta contamination.
A survey of all impact sites was made to determine how many coversheet penetration
events occurred during the mission. Only two (2) such sites, both on the S-type cells, were
categorically determined for the various thickness coversheets in this experiment. As a result,
the effect of coversheet penetration on cell electrical performance could not be determined.
There were no such events on the LD-type cells which did have the required electrical
connections for the solar cells.
It appears that the M&D impact damage present in this experiment was not sufficient to
cause significant damage to the solar cells themselves due to the presence to the coversheets.
However, the majority of coversheet thicknesses used in this experiment are thicker than those
typically used in most LEO solar arrays, e.g. EURECA and HST both used 150 llm thick
coversheets
CONDUCTIVE MATERIALS RESULTS
Coversheet Conductive Coating Electrical Resistivity
The S-type cell assemblies were constructed to allow measurements of the solar cell coversheet
coating electrical resistance. Pre-flight measurements of all combinations of pad-to-pad
resistance (1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 3-4) for each cell were made by NASA GSFC personnel. Post-
flight measurements were made by NASA GSFC personnel (23-30 June 1992) and by Auburn
University personnel (28 July 1993). Derived statistical data over all 28 S-type cells is
presented in Table 1, below.
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pre-FLT-GSFC post-FLT-GSFC post-FLT-AU
[k_] [k_] [k_]
MIN 3.2 4.1 4.1
MAX 9.6 35.2 32.3
Mean 5.1 11.4 11.0
SD 1.8 6.6 6.0
Std Error 0.3 1.3 1.2
Table 1. Statistical resistance data for 28 S-type silicon solar cell assemblies with indium
oxide (In203) conductive coatings on the front of the fused silica (Si02) coversheet.
This first-cut analysis shows that the mean value of the conductive coating resistance increased
by over 100% across the whole sample. Further analysis revealed that the increases in
resistance are not similar for all cells. Two aspects of the data require explanation. Firstly, the
row containing cells S-1 to S-6, Le. the row nearest the experiment tray wall which was partially-
shielded from the ATOX RAM flux exhibited significantly less degradation than those cells fully-
exposed to the RAM flux (see figure 23). Clearly, the different ATOX fluences over the
exposure period for the different locations imply that the indium oxide coating is subject to
degradation by the ATOX environment. Further analysis of the data, confirming that coating
degradation rather than pad degradation is the root cause of the resistance changes, is
presented below.
Cell S-10 was a particularly interesting cell since it was impacted by a large meteoroid or
space debris particle which penetrated the cell assembly completely exposing the epoxy
substrate (figure 20). This impact site, approximately 1.2mm in diamater was surrounded by
peripheral cracking of the coversheet out to a distance of -1.5 cm. This cracking, induced by
impact-induced shock waves interacting with the coversheet free surface, caused the
destruction of PAD #4 and isolated electrically PAD #3. Figure 24 shows a schematic of this cell
front surface, indicating the cracking effects on electrical resistance across the surface of the
coversheet. During the measurement of these point-to-point resistances another phenomena
became apparent. For point-to-point measurements indicating very high resistance ( >100 k.Q)
or open circuit behavior, application of pressure on the ohmmeter probes could result in
intermittent closed circuit behavior with resistances measured in the 5-20 k.Q regime. Clearly,
the conductive paths can be mechanically restored which leads to the possibility of variations in
impact damaged coversheet point-to-point resistances under thermal cycling, where the
expansion and/or contraction of the cracked coversheet elements can make or break electrical
continuity across the surface.
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Cell S-18 showed anomalously large increases (5.5 to 8 times) in surface coating
resistance (see figure 23). There is no general difference in appearance for S-18 with respect to
the other cells. The level of particulate contamination is similar and there is no significant
surface cracking. Conversely, the surrounding cells, S-12, S-13, S-19, and S-24, do not exhibit
the same large increases in resistance, and so the S-18 cell increases can only be explained as
a statistical maximum. The resistance data were reviewed to determine whether the
magnitudes of the pre-flight pad-to-pad resistance measurements for S-18 were significantly
different from those of S-12, S-13, S-19, and S-24. No discrepancy was found, indicating that
the pad deposition process was not compromised for cell S-18.
Further statistical analyses were made to determine whether the degree of resistance
increase correlated with the magnitudes of the pre-flight pad-to-pad resistance paths. The data
were separated into a ROW-5 data set, i.e. the partially-shielded row, and an all other rows (1-4)
data set. Mean and standard deviation parameters were computed for each set as shown in
Table 2 below.
(Rpp/[k_] Gpw[k.Q] (R_st/Rpr61 GR,,,=/Rp,,
ROW-5 6.39 1.41 1.09 0.23
ROWS 1-4 4.59 2.41 2.75 1.12
Table 2, Computed statistical parameters for surface resistance data. (Rpp ) = mean
pad-to-pad resistance; Gpp = pad-to-pad resistance standard deviation;
(R_s t/Rp_) = mean of post-flight-to-pre-flight resistance ratios; GR_/R_, = standard
deviation of post-flight-to-pre-flight resistance ratios.
Since there were outlier points in the rows 1-4 data set, all points which exhibited a 3a variation
with respect to the mean were discarded. This was not the case for the ROW-5 data set. A
correlation of (Rpp) versus (Rpos,/Rp_l was attempted for both data sets. For ROW-5 there
was effectively no correlation between the two variables, the correlation coefficient being
CR = -0.064. For rows 1-4, i.e. the fully-exposed rows with respect to the ATOX RAM flux, the
correlation coefficient was CR = 0.748, indicating that the degree of resistance increase
correlates with the magnitude of the initial resistance. If the pad-to-pad resistance is dominated
by the pad-to-surface interface resistance then there would be little change in the resistance
since the interface would be protected from ATOX erosion effects. Alternatively, if the pad-to-
pad resistance is dominated by the surface coating resistance, which is assumed to be thicker
for lower initial resistance values since resistance is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional
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area of the resistance path, and that the coating is degraded to a constant depth for all ATOX
exposed surfaces, then the thicker coatings (lower resistance) would be expected to suffer
relatively less degradation than the thinner coatings (higher resistance). This appears to be the
case here.
EBP Conductive Bond Materials
Each S-type cell has four EBPs attached to the coversheet front surface. Measurements of
terminal-to-pad resistance for each of the EBPs was made to each of the two nearest pads.
Figure 25 shows the pre-flight resistance for all terminal-to-pad combinations for all cells.
Estimated EBP resistance is computed by correcting for the surface coating resistance between
the two pads adjacent to the EBP. Figure 8 indicates the pad and EBP identification scheme. A
simple resistive network, as shown in figure 26, can be envisaged to exist for the terminal to pad
resistance paths. The EBP resistance, REBP_ #, is computed using the following equations:
REBP_ 1 = RTp-11 + RTP_I 2 - Rpp_12
2
_ Rrp-22+ R__23- Rpp-23
REBP-2 2
REBP_ 3 = RTP-33 + RTP_34 - Rpp_34
2
RTP_44 + RTP_41 - Rpp_41
REBP-4 = 2
where RTp.## =
Rpp.## =
terminal-to-pad resistance
pad-to-pad resistance
The statistical data for the various bond types, pre-flight, are shown in table 3, below. It is
apparent from the pre-flight data that SOLDER #3 has the lowest resistivity assuming
approximately similar EBP dimensions, followed by SOLDER #1, EPON815, Eccobond 56C
w/10% alcohol, Eccobond 56CH w/10% toluene, and Eccobond 56C w/10% toluene. Also, the
solder-based bonds were the most reproducible, having the lowest value of SDn/<R>. Post-
flight measurements of terminal-to-pad resistances were made by NASA GSFC personnel.
Corrections for changes in surface coating resistance were made and the post-flight EBP
resistances were computed, resulting in the statistical data shown in table 4. The NASA GSFC
post-flight data indicates that the adhesive-based bonds suffered a decrease in resistivity on
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bond-composition-plating
Ecc56C-10%TOL-unPL
Ecc56C-10%ALC-unPL
Ecc56CH-10%TOL-unPL
EPON815-SnPL
SOLDR#1-50%In50%Sn-SnPL
SOL DR#3-90%ln 10%Sn-SnPL
<R> (k.Q) SDn SDn/<R>
64+5 24.6 0.38
46+4 18.5 0.40
51+4 24.0 0.47
20"!-4 15.4 0.75
0.28:LK).01 0.05 0.18
0.21:1:0.01 0.05 0.24
Table 3. Pre°flight EBP resistance data. <R> is the bond resistance averaged across all
cells. SDn is the standard deviation in the data. The variable SDn/<R> is a relative
measure of the spread in the data about the mean value of resistance, indicating that the
SOLDER #1 and #3 bonds were the most reproducible and the EPON815 were the least
reproducible. Note too that the resistance is dependent on undefined parameters such
as bond length-area ratio and surface cleanliness.
average, whereas the solder-based bonds exhibited an increase in resistivity. One can
speculate that a combination of bond outgassing and thermal cycling may account for this
phenomenon. It is possible that outgassing decreases the resistivity in the bulk of the adhesive
bonds, but obviously does not affect the resistivity in the bulk of the solder bonds, whereas
thermal cycling causes greater stresses at the coversheet-EBP interface for the solder bonds
than for the adhesive-based EBPs due to the relative mis°match between thermal expansion
coefficients for the solder-glass combinations and the adhesive-glass combinations. The ratio of
average post-flight EBP resistance to average pre-flight EBP resistance was plotted for each
bond-composition-platinc,:j
Ecc56C-10%TOL°unPL
Ecc56C-10%ALC-unPL
Ecc56CH-10%TOL-unPL
EPON815-SnPL
SOLDR#1-50%In50%Sn-SnPL
SOLDR#3-90%Inl0%Sn-SnPL
<R> [k.Q] <Rposp/<l_e> SDn SDn/<R>
3.2__+0.6 0.05:fl-0.01 2.7 0.84
5+1 0.11-.L-0.03 4.6 0.92
3.2_+0.6 0.06:L-0.02 2.4 0.75
2.6_-+0.5 0.13:L-0.05 1.8 0.69
0.56_-+0.04 2.00-_.21 0.21 0.38
0.36_+0.04 1.71:1_-0.27 0.16 0.44
Table 4. Post-flight EBP resistance data. as measured by NASA GSFC personnel (June
1992). <R> is the bond resistance averaged across all cells. SDn is the standard
deviation in the data. The vadable SDn/<R> is a relative measure of the spread in the
data about the mean value of resistance. This data excludes all open circuit terminal-to-
pad combinations.
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cell (see figure 27). As a result there appears to be no difference in the ratio as a function of cell
location, i.e. the EBP resistance ratios for cells S-1 through S-6, those partially-shielded from
the ATOX RAM flux, are similar to those for cells in the other 4 rows. This finding is in
accordance with the surface coating resistance variations, which did vary as a function of ATOX
RAM flux exposure, since EBP resistance changes are due to bulk material changes (i.e. not
dependent on exposed surface interactions) and also most probably EBP-coversheet interface
changes due mainly to thermal cycling.
Further measurements of terminal-to-pad resistance were made by Auburn University
personnel. The ratio of post-flight to pre-flight resistance are plotted in figure 28 for each S-type
SCA. The most significant feature of this data is the fact that all of the non-solder EBPs show
significant increases in terminal-to-pad resistance. In most cases the post-flight to pre-flight
ratio increases from the range 0.1-1 up to the range 5,000-200,000. All of the solder based
EBPs showed no signs of degradation other than for cell S-12. During the period between the
NASA GSFC measurements and the Auburn University measurements, a period of one year,
the test plate was not maintained in a controlled environment. It can only be assumed that the
non-solder EBPs suffered significant degradation as a result of terrestrial environment stressors
such as humidity fluctuations and/or handling. These findings have implications for post-
retrieval operations for spacecraft designed for re-flight.
SOLAR CELL ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Current-Voltage Characteristics
Pre-flight measurements of LD-type cell performance parameters, including open circuit voltage
(Voc), short circuit current (/sc), and maximum power (PMAx), but excluding cell temperature
were made by NASA GSFC personnel. Similar post-flight measurements were also made.
Further post-flight measurements were made by Auburn University and NASA LeRC personnel,
determining the complete current-voltage (I-V) curve for each cell at AM0 and 25°C. Table 5
shows the NASA GSFC pre- and post-flight data. Data obtained during the course of this
project at NASA LeRC (see pages 75-89) confirm the NASA GSFC post-flight data to within
+7mA for Isc, with one cell (LD-14) showing a -10mA difference, within +5mV for Voc, with no
outliers, and within +5mW for PM,,_. The post-flight measurements by GSFC personnel were
made in 1990, whereas the more recent Auburn University/NASA LeRC measurements were
made in July 1994. There are no discernible changes in electrical characteristics between these
two post-flight data sets for any cell, suggesting that radiation damage annealing effects are
insignificant over this time period and that cell damage due to space exposure is irreversible.
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cell ID cover Isc frac Voc frac PMAX frac FF AFF
LD-1 NO
LD-2 12 mil w/f
LD-3 6 mil w/f
LD-4 NO
LD-5 40 mil w/f
LD-6 6 mil w/f
LD-7 6 mil w/f
LD-8 40 mil w/f
LD-9 12 mil w/f
LD-10 6 mil w/f
LD-11 40 railwo/f
LD-12 40 mil w/f
LD-13 12 mil w/f
LD-14 40 railwo/f
LD- 15 40 mil w/f
PRE 495 580 215 74.9
POST 469 0.95 454 0,78 112 0.52 52.6
PRE 507 595 218 72.3
PO_T 509 1.00 580 0.97 211 0.97 71,5
PRE 503 591 220 74.0
POST 506 1,01 578 0,98 214 0.97 73,2
PRE 497 592 221 75.1
POST 465 0,94 452 0,76 139 0.63 66.1
PRE 511 594 220 72.5
POST 507 0.99 57_ 0,97 211 0.96 72.0
PRE 507 587 225 75.6
pOST 507 1.00 57_1 0.98 220 0.98 75,1
PRE 508 577 189 64.5
POST 511 1,01 571 0.99 188 0.99 64.4
PRE 516 586 225 74.4
POST 510 0.99 574 0.98 218 0.97 74.5
PRE 508 577 200 68.2
POST 502 0.99 569 0.99 197 0.99 69.0
PRE 505 584 223 75.6
pOST 505 1,00 573 0,98 218 0.98 75.3
PRE 519 593 233 75.7
POST 514 1,0! 582 0,98 227 0.97 75,9
PRE 521 591 231 75.0
POST 514 0.99 579 0.98 223 0.97 74,9
PRE 510 585 227 76.1
POST 505 0,99 572 0,98 219 0,96 75.8
PRE 521 591 231 75.0
POST 509 0,98 579 0.98 221 0.96 75,0
PRE 521 564 229 75.3
POST 512 0,98 577 0.99 223 0.97 75.5
-22._
-0.8
-0.8
-9.0
-0.5
-0.5
-0,1
+0.1
+1,1
-0,3
+0.2
-0,1
-0.3
0,0
+0.3
Table 5, Pre- and post-flight electncal characteristics (NASA GSFC data). Note w/f =
with UV filter, wolf = without UV filter, Isc = short circuit current [milliamperes], Voc =
open circuit voltage [millivolts], PMAX= maximum power [milliwatts].
For completeness, we computed approximate I-V curves for the pre-flight data, using a
three parameter equation and the three data points available for each cell, namely/sc, Voc, and
PM_. A typical 5-parameter model for solar cell operation is;
• f +IR )7 ] v+
':'."-'ol°'<'>t J-'f Rs,,
where
n =
Rs =
RSH =
e =
k =
T =
photogenerated current
reverse bias saturation current
diode ideality factor
ceil series resistance
cell shunt resistance
electron charge
Boltzmann's constant
temperature
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Since there are only have three data for each cell and one, PMAX, is the product IMAxVMAx it was
necessary to use a 3-parameter approximation. We found that the following equation provided
a reasonable approximation across the whole range of cell voltages (0- Voc);
I = m 1 - m 2exp(m3V)
A system of four simultaneous equations in four unknowns is, therefore, constructed:
0 = m 1- m2exp(m3Voc )
Isc ml - m 2
PMAX = IMAxVMAx = mlVMAx -- m2 exp(m3VMAx )
=m,- m2exp(m3V,, )-m2r 3VM x 0
V-VMAX-
This system of equations was solved for all fifteen cells using the iterative Levenberg-Marquardt
method to solve for several constraints simultaneously (Mathcad ® v3.1, Mathsoft, Inc.). The
derived estimated I-V curves for pre-flight conditions are shown on pages 67-74. Two cells, LD-
7 and LD-9 exhibit lower maximum power ratings with correspondingly lower fill factors, 64.5
and 68.2 respectively, than the other cells. Short circuit current and open circuit voltage are
similar for all cells, the average values being 510+_2 mA and 587+2 mV, respectively.
The post-flight data are characterized by discernible reductions in Isc and PMAX as a
function of coversheet thickness with greater thickness causing greater reductions. These
reductions may be attributed to radiation darkening of the coversheet bulk and the coversheet-
cell adhesive layer. Figure 29 shows a plot of the power reduction curves, including maximum
and minimum power reduction as a function of coversheet thickness. The adhesive layer
thickness is undefined. The following function was fitted to the data to provide for engineering
computations, giving the average reduction in maximum power//-/R);
0.036
(/-/R) = 1+ (t/71-'.'5
where /-IR = fractional reduction in maximum power
t = thicknessofcoverslide [mi/]
The fractional reduction in maximum power is defined as;
I7 R = 1 PEOL
PBOL
where PEOL =
PBOL =
maximum power at end-of-life
maximum power at beginning-of-life
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For the maximum degree of degradation the function is:
0.044
(/-/u_) = 1+ (t/4)-,.3s
For the minimum degree of degradation the function is:
(n,,,N/= 0.028
1+(t/11.s)
Plots of post-flight to pre-flight ratios for Isc, Voc and PMAX, excluding the uncovered cells LD-1
and LD-4 are shown in figures 30-32. Post-flight degradation values of Isc correlate with
coversheet thickness, with thicker coversheets showing greater reduction in Isc. Note that some
post-flight values of Isc for 6 mil and 12 mil coversheets are greater than the measured pre-flight
values. We attribute that to calibration errors in the data acquisition process since the exact
pre-flight test parameters could not be recreated during the post-flight tests. Note, too, that the
errors appear to be systematic since all 6 mil thick coversheets appear to produce an increase
in Isc, whereas one 12 mil coversheet produced an increase and no 40 mil coversheets did so
(see figure 33). The presence of the UV blocking filter on the underside of two of the
coversheets (LD-11 and LD-14) produced no discernible advantage with respect to post-flight
/sc reduction for the 40 mil coversheets. The uncovered cells, LD-1 and LD-4, showed minimal
degradation in Isc, the values being 95% and 94% of their pre-flight values, respectively. Due to
the systematic test calibration errors, these values could be as low as 93% and 92%,
respectively.
Post-flight values of Voc, although degraded in all cases, show no firm correlation to
coversheet thickness (see figure 34) and so no conclusion about the degradation mechanism
can be advanced other than that degradation in Voc does occur to approximately the same
degree for coversheets in the thickness range 6 - 40 mil. The uncovered cells showed a strong
degration in Voc, the values being 78% and 76% of their pre-flight values, respectively. Again,
the presence of the UV blocking filter produced no apparent advantage in mitigating cell
degradation for Voc.
Finally, a comparison of the characteristics of those cell assemblies which were partially
shielded from the ATOX RAM flux, cells LD-1, LD-2, and LD-3, and those which were
unshielded was made. Within the statistical limits of this experiment, Le. only fifteen cells, there
is no significant difference in the post-flight characteristics of partially shielded cell assemblies
and unshielded cell assemblies. Therefore, no effects due to the differences in ATOX exposure
are present in the data. All covered cells appeared to be protected to the same degree from the
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effects of ATOX erosion of materials. The uncovered cells suffered significant erosion of their
front surface contacts (see figure 35) which most likely caused an increase in the cell assembly
series resistance, degrading the cell I-V profiles in conjunction with radiation damage (see
pages 75-78 and compare with pages 67 and 68).
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the analysis of M&D damage and electrical characteristics, certain limited
conclusions regarding space environmental effects on solar cell assemblies can be made.
For a 69 month exposure of a 260 cm 2 area with a 38 ° normal to the spacecraft RAM
direction, there were only two (2) meteoroid or debris coversheet penetration events, one
of which "punched" through to the epoxy matrix faceplate. This results in a flux rate of
13+9 m-2.yr I for an average coversheet thickness of 474 _m. Punch-through events
have been implicated in solar cell short circuit failures (ref. 4), although data is scarce. A
series of tests to determine the actual failure modes induced by M&D impacts as a
function of cell protection (i.e. coversheet thickness), impact velocity and impactor
diameter need to be executed to provide a quantifiable baseline.
2 Assuming crater depth, p, to be (0.50+0.05)Dc, where Dc is the crater diameter, a
cumulative flux, F, distribution for coversheet penetration events per square meter per
year as a function of coversheet thickness, f, measured in micrometers, has been
developed, Le.:
Iogl0(F) = (4.82 + 0.06)- (1.38 + 0.01)logl0(f )
The significance of coversheet penetration events for damage in the solar cell junction
region, usually located no more than 5 _m from the upper surface of the cell, cannot be
ascertained from this experiment since no coversheet penetration events occurred on
the 13 LD-type cell with coversheets. However, research exists (ref. 6) suggesting that a
cell shunt failure mode may exist that needs to be quantified.
3 The 397 M&D impact sites studied produced a total spall area of 0.14i-0.06 cm 2 over the
exposure area of 260 cm 2, resulting in no more than 0.05% erosion of the coversheet
surfaces. The area erosion effect is negligible in terms of solar cell performance
degradation. This was confirmed by the post-flight electrical performance data which
showed that cell short circuit current was reduced by ~5-7%, attributable to coversheet
radiation-induced darkening and solar cell radiation damage. Coversheet thickness did
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7affect the degree of maximum power reduction with the thinner 6 mil (152 l_m)
coversheets causing the least reduction and the thicker 40 mil ones causing the greatest
reduction. Clearly, with no data for thinner coversheets we cannot determine where the
radiation damage effect begins to cut-in. The degree of performance degradation across
the 13 covered cells was minimal with P_ being reduced by no more than 4%. The UV
blocking filters appeared to have no quantifiable effect within the limits of this data set.
The uncovered cells LD-1 and LD-4 showed significant reduction in maximum power,
post-flight values being 52% and 63% of their pre-flight values, respectively, indicating
significant radiation damage. The effect, if any, of M&D impact penetrations cannot be
separated from the radiation damage effects. Also, front contact erosion by atomic
oxygen may have contributed to I-V profile degradation by increasing series resistance.
Indium oxide conductive coatings on solar cell coversheets are subject to degradation by
the ATOX environment. Partially-shielded cells in ROW-5 exhibited little increase in
coating resistance (~9% on average), whereas the fully-exposed cells in ROWs 1-4
exhibited an increase of ~175%. A further degradation mode was found whereby large
M&D impacts (e.g. impact on cell S-10) cause surface cracking, leading to electrical
isolation of parts of the coversheet surface. Such isolation can be restored mechanically
by applying pressure to isolated areas bringing them back into contact with their
surrounds implying that thermal cycling may cause intermittent restoration of electrical
continuity also. There are implications for differential charging/discharging occurrences
where isolated areas become charged, being discharged when electrical continuity is
restored. Further work in this area should be conducted to quantify this effect.
The electrical bond pads showed various levels of resistance changes. Typically, the
resistance of the adhesive-based bond pads decreased, most probably due to
outgassing, whereas the resistance of the solder-based bond pads typically increased,
indicating thermally-induced stresses occured at the coversheet-EBP interface due to a
greater thermal expansion mismatch. Use of such techniques and materials to alleviate
coversheet front surface charging is not recommended at their level of development
indicated here due to their instability in the space environment.
The cluster events on SCAs S-2 and S-3 warrant some further investigation to determine
their origin and size distribution characteristics. Removal of coversheets for electron
microscopy studies would be useful to improve impact site measurements and to
characterize any retained residue.
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A+X+_cAL VERTICAL) SPACE facing
ORBIT:
circular, 28.5 ° inclination,
initial altitude 257nm
final altitude 179nm
F5 F10
ATTITUDE:
ROW 12: NORTH facing
ROW 09: EAST facing; Leading RAM sfce
ROW 06: SOUTH facing
ROW 03: WEST facing; Trailing WAKE sfce
PITCH ROLL
+Y
A5 10
_ EARTH facing
+Z
ROW 9 normal vector
VELOCITY VECTOR
(Row 9 normal vector [nominal];
spacecraft yawed 8 ° to STARBOARD;
pitched 2 ° DOWN)
BAY A8 NORMAL VECTOR
38° from velocity vector
Figure I. LDEF orientation and location of experiment A0171 in Bay A8.
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Figure 2. LDEF flight ofientah'on sho_4ng 28.5 ° orbital indinatlbn, the
relative location of the rows 01-12, and the 8 ° YAW to starboard. ROW 09
is "East-facing," ROW 03 is "West-facing," ROW 12 is "Notthofacing, "and
ROW 06 is "South-facing."
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GSFCtest
plate
Figure 3. Post de-integration view of the LDEF experiment A0171 tray,
showing the location of the GSFC test plate (ref 8).
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experiment trays, and the vehicle orientation parameters. Note that since the
experiment was mounted in a 3" deep tray the GSFC testplate was partially
shielded from _e A TOX RAM flux vector.
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Figure 8. Electrical bond pad (EBP) and comer pad layout for
S-type 2X2cm cells.
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Figure 11a. Photograph of a typical M&D impact site in the SCA coversheet material
Note the pronounced inner crater and extensive outer spallation zone with radial
cracking.
Figure 1lb. Photograph of a typical M&D impact site in the SCA coversheet material
Again, there is a pronounced inner crater and extensive outer spallation zone with radial
cracking, but the degree of cracking is different from the previous figure, indicating a
different impact ve/ocity and or impactor material.
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solid ejecta
v = 3 - 5 km.s -1
spall
O$
v > 5 km.sl
spallation/delamination regions
MULTI-LAYER TARGET
Figure 12. SchemaUcsof impact damage site cross-secUons in brittle materials.
Ds is the outer spa# zone diameter; Dc is the inner crater diameter.
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Figure 14. Cumulative fluence plot for impact site crater diameters on SCA coversheets.
Note the significant reduction in fluence for the partially-shielded row, ROW-5. All data
are normalized to an exposure area per row of 60 sq.cm.
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Figure 15. Cumulative fluence plot for impact site spallation diameters on SCA
coversheets. All data are normalized to an exposure area per row of 60 sq.cm. Data set
is larger than the crater diameter data set since some crater diameters could not be
resolved.
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Figure 18.
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LDEF Expt A0171
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Cumulative fluence plot for impact site crater diameters on exposed solar
cells LD-1 and LD-4. Exposure area is 24 sq.cm.
Figure 19. Photograph of a typical M&D impact site in exposed silicon solar cell. Note
the absence of a central pit, the whole area being merely spalled out.
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Figure 20. Photograph of major impact site on the S-10 SCA showing the degree of
damage that can occur to thin laminated structures. Note the extensive peripheral
fracture zones. This impact has "punched through" to the epoxy board faceplate and as
such could have resulted in a cell short circu# on a real solar array.
Figure 21. Photograph of a cluster of M&D impact sites on the coversheet of SCA S-3.
Both cells S-2 and S-3 exhibited such large numbers of small impact sites possibly
attributable to the ejection of particles from a primary impact site on the experiment tray
wall close by.
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Figure 22. Photograph of ejecta spray material (very pronounced at lower right) on the
coversheet surface of SCA S-4. This ejecta was generated by an impact that occurred
on the edge of terminal post #3 of SCA S-5 which is located beyond the right-hand edge
of the image. The incoming particle was clearly fragmented on impact and the ejecta
impacted the surface of SCA S-4. The large central object is EBP-1 with its connecting
wire extending to the right. The arrows define the edge of the spray contamination region
where the EBP has shielded the coversheet surface from secondary impacts.
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terminal#4
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pad #3
major impactsite
" 18k 
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©
Figure 24. Schematic of cell S-10, showing the surface resistance effects due
to the coversheet cracking caused by the major impact at the left-hand edge. This
illustrates a potential failure mode initiator where electrical continuity is lost
across the coversheet surfaceallowing for possible charge build-up in isolated areas.
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pad #4
terminal #3
pad #3
terminal #4
(
REBp_ I = RTp-11 + eTP_12- Rpp_l 2
2
RTP_11= RA + R c
RTp_12= R8 + R c
Rp_,_12= R A + R 8
%
terminal #2
pad #1
terminal #1
Rc
pad #2
Figure 26. Simple resistive network for the terminal, pads, and surface resistances
to allow computation of the EBP resistance without surface resistance effects. Similar
networks are set up for the other three EBPs, although they are not shown here
for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 29. Plot of PMAX reduction, FIM_, as a function of coversheet thickness
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Figure 30. Plot of post-flight to pre-flight Isc ratio versus coversheet thickness.
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Figure 31. Plot of post-flight to pre-flight Voc ratio versus coversheet thickness.
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Figure 32. Plot of post-flight to pre-flight PMAX ratio versus coversheet thickness.
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Figure 33. Plot of post-flight to pro-flight Isc ratio for each LD-type cell.
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Figure 34. Plot of post-flight to pro-flight Voc ratio for each LD4ype ceil.
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Figure 35. Photographs, pre- and post-flight of solar cell front surface contacts. Note how the A TOX
environment erodes the contact, spreading material out across the surface of the solar cell close to the
original edge of the contact (right-hand image).
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SAMPLE page 1 of 6
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT #: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document title: S-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
I cell ID I CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 _m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 pm (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% alcohol solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 rail) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 _m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C-H (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 t_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mU)thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 EPON 815 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 _m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-tin (50:50) solder #1 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
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SAMPLE page 2 of 6
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT#: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document title: S-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
I cell ID I CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
S-6 •
S-7
S-8
S-9
S-10
305 p.m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 p.m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-silver (90:10) solder #3 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 _m (12 mU) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 Ilm (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 p.m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% alcohol solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 lim (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C-H (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 Ilm (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (InO) conductive
coating
• 4 EPON 815 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
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SAMPLE page 3 of 6
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT #: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document title: S-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
l cell ID I CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
S-11
S-12
S-13
S-14
S-15
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-tin (50:50) solder #1 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 p.m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 p.m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 l_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% alcohol solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 EPON 815 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 p.m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 Ilm (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-tin (50:50) solder #1 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
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SAMPLE page 4 of 6
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT #: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document title: S-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
cell ID CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
S-16 •
S-17
S-18
S-19
S-20
305 l_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-silver (90:10) solder #3 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 pm (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-silver (90:10) solder #3 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• 305 Ilm (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 rail) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% alcohol solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 _m (12 mU) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C-H (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
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SAMPLE page 5 of 6
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT#: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document title: STYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [asbuilt, as-flown]
I cell ID CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
S-21
$22
S-23
S-24
S-25
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 _m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 EPON 815 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 l_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-tin (50:50) solder #1 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 _m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 _m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indiumsilver (90:10) solder #3 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
Q 4 Eccobond 56C (w/10% alcohol solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
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SAMPLE page 6 of 6
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT #: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document title: S-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
I cell ID CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
S-26
S-27
S-28
305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 Eccobond 56C-H (w/10% toluene solvent) pads
• 4 unplated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 llm (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-tin (50:50) solder #1 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
• 305 I_m (12 mil) thk 2 cm X 2 cm silicon solar cell with silicon monoxide (SiO) anti-
reflection coating and Ti:Pd:Ag contacts
• 305 _m (12 mil) thk fused silica (SiO2) coverslide with indium oxide (In203)
conductive coating
• 4 indium-silver (90:10) solder #3 pads
• 4 tin (Sn) plated 24-AWG copper (Cu) contact wires
• Dow Coming 93-500 cell and coverslide adhesive
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SAMPLE page 1 of 5
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT#: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document: LD-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
I Cell ID CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
LD-1 • CELL
LD-2
LD-3
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 Ilm (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
NO
n/a
n/a
n/a
NO
Dow Coming 93-500
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 I_m (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
305 _m (12 mil)
MgF2
YES
Dow Coming 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 I_m (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
152 _m (6 mil)
MgF2
YES
Dow Coming 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
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Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13 1994
LDEF EXPT #: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document: LD-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [asbuilt as flown]
ICe, ID J CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
LD-4
LD5
LD6
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type 2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
thk 305 _m (12 mil)
AR coating Ta205
contacts Ti:Pd:Ag
busbars silver (Ag) mesh
material NO
thk n/a
AR coating n/a
UV filter rga
coverslide-to-cell NO
cell-to-faceplate Dow Coming 93-500
type 2 cm X 6 cm K65 silicon
thk 305 I_m (12 rail)
AR coating Ta205
contacts Ti:Pd:Ag
busbars silver (Ag) mesh
material fused silica (SiO2)
thk 102 mm (40 rail)
AR coating MgF2
UV filter YES
coverslide-to cell Dow Coming 93-500
cell-to-faceplate Dow Coming 93-500
type 2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
thk 305 I_m (12 mU)
AR coating Ta205
contacts Ti:Pd:Ag
busbars silver (Ag) mesh
material fused silica (SiO2)
thk 152 _m (6 mil)
AR coating MgF2
UV filter YES
coverslide-to-cell Dow Coming 93-500
cell-to-faceplate Dow Coming 93-500
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
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Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT #: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document: LD-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
I Cell ID I CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS {
LD-7 • CELL
LD-8
LD-9
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 l_m (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
152 I_m (6 rail)
MgF2
YES
Dow Coming 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 I_m (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
1,02 mm (40 mil)
MgF2
YES
Dow Coming 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 I_m (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
305 I_m (12 mil)
MgF2
YES
Dow Coming 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
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SAMPLE page 4 of 5
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment date: September 13, 1994
LDEF EXPT#: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY: A document: LD-TYPE SCAs DATA
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module [as-built, as-flown]
Cell ID I CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
LD-10
LD-11
LD-12
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type 2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
thk 305 t_m(12 mil)
AR coating Ta205
contacts Ti:Pd:Ag
busbars silver (Ag) mesh
material fused silica (SiO2)
thk 152 I_m (6 mil)
AR coating MgF2
UV filter YES
coverslide-to-cell Dow Coming 93-500
cell-to-faceplate Dow Coming 93-500
type 2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
thk 305 _m (12 mil)
AR coating Ta205
contacts Ti:Pcl:Ag
busbars silver (Ag) mesh
material fused silica (SiO2)
thk 1.02 mm (40 mil)
AR coating MgF2
UV filter NO
coverslide-to-cell Dow Coming 93-500
cell-to-faceplate Dow Coming 93-500
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type 2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
thk 305 _m (12 mil)
AR coating Ta205
contacts Ti:Pd:Ag
busbars silver (Ag) mesh
material fused silica (SiO2)
thk 1.02 mm (40 mil)
AR coating MgF2
UV filter YES
coverslide-to-cell Dow Coming 93-500
cell-to-faceplate Dow Coming 93-500
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SAMPLE
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment
LDEF EXPT #: A0171 ROW: 8 BAY:
EXPT SUB-ELEMENT: NASA GSFC module
A
page 5 of 5
date: September 13, 1994
document: LD-TYPE SCAs DATA
[as-built, as-flown]
Cell ID CONFIGURATION & MATERIALS
• CELLLD-13
LD-14
LD-15
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
• CELL
• COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
coverslide-to-cell
cell-to-faceplate
° CELL
° COVERSLIDE
• ADHESIVES
type
thk
AR coating
contacts
busbars
material
thk
AR coating
UV filter
cove rslide-to.-cell
cell-to-faceplate
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 I_m (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
305 _m (12 mil)
MgF2
YES
Dow Coming 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 llm (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
1.02 mm (40 mil)
MgF2
NO
Dow Corning 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
2 cm X 6 cm K-6.5 silicon
305 p.m (12 mil)
Ta205
Ti:Pd:Ag
silver (Ag) mesh
fused silica (SiO2)
1.02 mm (40 mil)
MgF2
YES
Dow Coming 93-500
Dow Coming 93-500
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Space Power Institute
<C
tU
12:
L)
0,6
0,5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
IOC = 495 mA
VOC - 580 mV
In_ . 454 mA
Vrnlx - 474 mV
= 215mW
cell: LD-I FF = 74.9
pre-FLT estimated parameters Fff - n/<_
0 0,1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
Space Power Institute
<C
tLI
n-
n-
L)
0.6
lec = 507mA
Voc = 595 mV
Im_ = 458 mA
Vmax = 476 mV
Pmax = 218mW
cell: LD-2 FF = 72.3
pre-FLT estimated parameters Eft = n,'d
I............................i...............i i i0.5
0.4
0.3
0,2
0.1
0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE W]
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Space Power Institute
0.6
0.5
0.4
<
w 0.3
0.2
0,1
cell: LD-3
bre-FLT estimated _arameters
• c . 503mA
Voc = 591 mV
. 459 rnA
Vmax . 479 mV
Pmax = 220row
FF = 740
Eft = n/d
............ .L.............. J................... -...............................
0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
Space Power Institute
Z
uJ
n-
mr
cell: LD-4
_re-FLT estimated
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
_arameters
Isc = 497 r'nA
Vo¢ = 592 mV
Im_ = 456mA
Vrrt_ = 484 mV
Pmax = 221mW
FF = 75.1
Eft = n/d
!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!i!!!i !!! ii!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
i iiiiiiiiiiIIIiii iiiiii
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE M
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Space Power Institute
0.6
cell: LD-5
pre-FLT estimated parameters
lie = 511mA
Voc = 594 mV
kn_ = 462mA
Vrnax = 476 mV
Pmax • 220roW
FF - 72.5
Eft = n/d
UJ
n-
ri-
D
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
I.............i..............i .......i ....._ .........i ........i .......
0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
Space Power Institute = .5oz
Voc = 587 mV
Im_ • 467 mA
Vmax = 482 mV
Pmax = 225mW
cell: LD-6 FF . 75.6
pre-FLT estimated )arameters Eli = n/d
0.6
_ 0.3
 i ,i i iiiiii i   i. , ii i ii, i,.,,
0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
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SpacePower Institute
<
UJ
rr
rr
(3
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
)arameters
Izc . 508 mA
VO¢ = 577 mV
I 435 mA
Vm_ . 435 mV
= 189mW
FF . 64.5
Eft = nJd
cell: LD-7
)re-FLT estimated
0.6 i
-iiilii ii
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
LLI
n-
n-'
(3
Space Power Institute = .5,8_
Vo¢ = 586 mV
= 472n_
Vmax = 477 mV
Prnlx = 225mW
cell: LD-8 FF = 74.4
pre-FLT estimated ,aramaters Eft = rdd
.............7.............._ ............_..............._ ............; ..........i...............
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
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Space Power Institute
0.6
0.5
0.4
<[
I-
z
uJ
n* 0.3
,.v,-
0
0.2
0.1
cell: LD-9
pre-FLT estimated parameters
Is(: = 508 mA
Voc = 577 mV
= 447 mA
Vmax = 447 mV
Pma_ = 200 mW
FF = 68.2
Elf = n/d
i.................................... !iiiiii!iiiiiiii.............
iiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii i
0 0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE [V]
iii
E
rr
(O
Space Power Institute = = sosmA
Voc = 584 mV
= 465 mA
Vrna,x = 480 mV
Pmax = 227 mW
cell: LD-10 FF = 76.1
)re-FLT estimated _arameters Elf = n/d
0.6
..............................................i
0.2 .............................. _".......................................................... i .............
o.1 ..........................................................................................:_.............
........ I ......... [ ......... i ......... J......... , ....... L,i ........
0
0.5
0.4
0.3
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
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Space Power Institute
0.6
0.5
0.4
tu 0.3¢
¢
0
0.2
0.1
cell: LD-11
)re-FLT estimated parameters
iec = 5'/9 r_
vc¢ = 593 mV
. 478mA
Vmax = 487 mV
= 233 mW
FF = 75.7
Elf = n/d
VOLTAGE W]
n-
0.6
gn_,.acePower Institute wc . _, ._
VOC • 5_1 mV
im_ • 478 rnA
Vmlx • 483mV
Pmlx - 231 mW
cell: LD-12 FF = 7S.0
pre-FLT estimated _ararneters Elf - n/d
I.............i'-_ ....i .........i- ....i ......_ ........._ ......0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
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Space Power institute
0.6
0.5
0.4
<[
'" 0.3
n-
rr
0.2
0.1
cell: LD-13
_re-FLT estimated arameters
Isc . 510 mA
Vo¢ . 585 mV
- 471
Vmtx . 482 mV
Pmax . 227 mW
FF . 76.1
Elf . n/d
! i i
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE [V]
Space Power Institute
uJ
n-
rr-
lac = 521 rnA
Voc = 591 mV
= 478
Vmax = 483 mV
Pmc¢ = 231 mW
cell: LD-14 FF = 75.0
pre-FLT estimated _arameters Eft . n/O
I.............i..............i .......i...............i ...F...............T ......
0,6
0.5
0.4
0,3
0.2
0.1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
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Space Power Institute
0.6
0,5
0.4
<{
uJ
n.. 0.3
tr
0.2
0.1
cell: LD-15
)re-FLT estimated parameters
bc = 521 rr_
Voc = 584 mV
ImB¢ i 479 m,A
Vrnax = 478 mV
Pmax = 229mW
FF = 75.3
Elf = n/d
iiii!!ii iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii !!! !! ! iiiiiii!ii!
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliil
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0,6 0.7
VOLTAGE IV]
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5OO
4OO
(,.-
Z
n-
n"
20O
100
Cell LO- 1
Oa_ 26 .Pun t 994
Reference Cee A-104
12 cm I
Temoecalure .25"C
Mass Zero
Fie Name LD- 1A.I_V
_[
•t .2 .3 4 S
VOLTAGE (vO_S)
Lewis Research Center
Iw . -473 86 mA
Vm = -450.9 mV
I.... -356 mA
V,... = -309 mV
P.m. • IT0mW
F,F, . 51 4
Elf ,,,6.7%
.6 .7
5OO
4OO
A
Z
uJ
m
_)
100
Lewis Research Center
Coil ' LD-1 Im • -473.92 mA
Date : 26 Jun 1994 Vm . -447.5 mV
Reference Cell A-104 I,.m ,. -3572 mA
Anla :12¢m m V._ . -Q)04.6 mV
Tem_tatum : 25"C P.., . t0a6 mW
A_ Mass Zero F.F . 51.3
F_e Name LD-1B I_V Eft .6.63%
VOLTAGE (volts)
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N/LRA
5OO
4OO
I.-
z
ug
o[
nr
O 2OO
tOO
Cl_ LOI2
Dame 26 Jun 1994
RetertnCe C_I A-104
Aroe I 2 cme
illmi3OrMu¢l 25"C
/_ Mass Zero
F_il Nlml/ LD-2A.I_V Ell
l'''llJ Jl*'' l_]llllJi IA I _,,, I,li, I _ JJ I Ill _1 I I Jl Lll, i, I
I .2 3 .4 ,5
VOLTAGE (vOltS)
Lewis Research Center
Im - .StO mA
V. . ..f_0 5 mV
t.,.. -465 3 e_A
V m .-461 mV
P,m " 2145 mW
FF.. 724
.1307 %
.... i,***, .... ]*
Lewis Research Center
cell : LD-2 I.. . -509 58 m_
Dale : 28 Jun 1994 V.. -S?g.7 mV
Reten_¢e CeJl A-104 L.,. - -462 6 mA
/_rell : 12 cmt V.m . -462 g mV
Teml)eratutl : 25"C P..,, ,, 214.1 mW
/1_Mass Zee_ FF.. 72.4
File Name - LO.21B,I_V Eft. - 13.05 %
500
400
200
tOO
1 t 2 . 3 ' 4 I S . 8 . 7
VOLTAGE (volts) ,,,,
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Lewis Research Center
Cell LD-3 t,.. • -5t0.78 mA
Date 21),,km t994 V,. e-5_0t mV
ReqPm_l_C4_ A-I04 I.. m •4G_gmA
.ayes 12 m V_ ,m,-_.2 mV
Ttmpor'alum 25"C P,.,, . 217.2 mW
kf Ma_.$ Zeflo F F • 73.3
Fm Nwlle LD-3A.I_V Eft _ 13.24 %
50O
4OO
(,3 20O
tOO
1 .2 .3 .a .5 .6 .?
VOLTAGE (votts) ,a,
5OO
40O
(,3 200
lOO
Lewis Research Center
cell _LO-3 Im w .511.33 mA
Dale 28 Jun 1994 V., . .57"7.4 mV
P_temnCWCre¢t A-V04 I.,, =,.4665mA
Ales . 12ctn m V,,m = .463.1 mY
T_lum :2S'C Prom -216mW
A_ MIleS ZMo FF. -73.1
File Name : LD-38 #_V Eft. = 13.16%
J,],l,.l|l,L*.,.J.l.,.J,J,,*|,l,,,&AlL|.,,,,*,,,l,=*,,,.*.|,ll'','l*l
,t .2 ,3 .4 .$ .6 .7
VOLTAGE (vo#s)
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5O0
4O0
)-
Z
uJ
,,r
:)
0 20O
tO0
Lewts Research Center
C_I L04 L. . -469 7$ mA
Olte 20) I) V m • -44) 2 mV
ReNJrOnCe C_ A-i_ $,m,m,m• -dO7 4
/_rea : i2cm _ Ve.,. - -328 4mV
Tlc_oer_ : 2S'C P.,.. i 33 8 mW
_ Mass Zero FF .639
Fde Name LO-4O I_V Eft .$15%
..... L,,l_,,U,,I,Ill,tJ ''
1 2 .3 .4
VOLTAGE (voWs)
S .6 .7
5OO
400
A
200
lO0
Ce¢
Date
R4gorence C_I
AIoa
Temperature
Air Mass Zero
File Name
LD4
20 Jur_ i_
A-f04 z
12 cm
: LD-4A.I_V
Lewis Research Center
t,,. . -469 74
V,, . -449.9 mV
I_ • ..411 4 mA
V._ . -329 7 mV
P.., ,,, 135 6 mW
F.F. ,.,641
Eft .826%
•i .2 S .6.3 .4
VOLTAGE (vo,s)
I,
.7
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5OO
4OO
Z
uJ
rr
rr
(J 200
100
Lewis Research Centar
c_ cOS L,. .-SI2M._A
Oate 28 Jun IM4 V. • -581 9 mV
_m_C_ A. 104 I...-4624n_,
Areal 12 cm _ Veto • -466 1 mV
T emoerlltu_ 2SeC P_ .215 SmW
A_ Mass Zem F F ,,722
FQName L_).SA.I V Eft .13.13%
J_ ..... f"ll'_;:]:'''| "*' ..... I ......... ! ...... ,,'! ...... r''r'*'" ...... l'
.! .2 ,3 .4 .S .I 7
VOLTAGE (volts) ,,.,
5O0
400
A
I--
Z
t.u
rr
200
100
Lewis ResearchCenter
Cd t.O-5 I. ..5_3 S mA
Ome 28 Jun 1994 V. . .$R mV
RelerenceC_! A-t04 I_ =-4609m.A
Area 12 cm _ V.,. - -465 3 mV
Temperature 25°C P,m .214 Stow
_rMassZero F.F -72 1
F_le Name : L0-58.1 V Eft. ,13.07%
,*,*,***|AIA:LI,IAJL&K,,,J,||,,, ,|,l_,,,,,,|
._ 2 .3 ,4 .s .s ._
VOLTAGE (volts)
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5O0
400
Z
uJ
h-
er
(3 2O0
IO0
Lewis Research Center
C_ ' LD-4; t,. . -509 OS mA
O_e 211Jun 1994 V. - .5798 mV
RelemnceC4_l A-104 t.,, ,,,-4743mA
A_'ea 12 cm _ V,.,, - -469,3 mV
Twml_e_l_uq) 2S°C Pw_ " 2226 mW
Air Mass Zero FF . 7.5 4
Fde Name _LO-iUIcI_V ER - _357%
• ,LJ _, ,LI*,*I,,,,; I,],_IL,L,It,,]L;Ji, Jl, ,1,,1,1| j,J,,
.1 2 .3 A .5
VOLTAGE (volls)
SOD
400
<
E_
F-
Z
LU
rr
O 20O
1DO
Cell LD-6
Dale 28 Jun 1994
Refomnc:e Ce_l A-IO4
Area i 12 c_mj
Tem_f-_u_ : _'C
Air Mass Zero
Fde Name : LD-68 I_V
Lewis Research Center
i. • -5o9 mA
V.. •-ST7S mV
• -4734
V,,,, - .468 mV
P.,. - 22 _ 5 mW
FF. - 75.3
Elf. _ 13,5%
=,,.,.,,,1 .,.,,_,.,' ..,,.T, ...... ,.,,, ,,,,,,,,1 ,T_,I |
I I
.1 2 .3 .4 .5
VOLTAGE (volts)
• '''i'" ''''' r
.6 .7
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N/LSA
Cell
D=qo
Referent= C_
Alee
Temoer'_um
/_r Mass Zero
File Name
,, ........ 1'' "
50O
40O
t00
i=l=,l= i
E_
I-
Z
uJ
n"
tr
LO-7
2B Jun 1_4
A-I04
12 ¢m n
_'c
LD-TA IV
,,1,
2
Lewis Research Center
i,.. . .5_e 28 mA
v.. ,, .569 3 mv
t.,, . -426 2 n_
Vmm e -430 4 mV
P-m =, le3 $ mW
FF. ,,634
Ell ,= 11.10%
........ 1 ......... i ...... ,"i ....... ,,l,,,' ..... I
ill,,, !
3 .4 .5 .$ .7
VOLTAGE (volts) =,
SO0
E_
I--
Z
LU
rr
rr
:)
L) 200
IOO
Lewis Research Center
C4MI _LD-7 l. . -506 41
0ate 28 JiJn 1994 V,,= . -567 2 mV
Relenlncs C4d! A.104 I,.,= ,= .424.1 mA
_ea i 2 cmm V.,, ,, -430 S mV
Temperature 25"6 P.m • 182.6 mW
Air Mass Ze_ro F.F. • 63,3
Fde Name : LD-TB I_V Eft. ,,11,12%
,,,,,,J,I.L.,*J**lll, J, IlL J i|lJ,,=lJLl,l
,I 2 _3 .4 mS 4 .7
VOLTAGE (volts)
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S00
_300
I-
Z
uJ
G:
i1"
O 2O0
100
Lewis Research Cenler
Cell LO,| I,. - .510 21 mA
O_e 28 Jvn 1994 Ve, ,, .57? 9 mV
RoforenceCiil A.10a I.. .-464Zn_
_el 12 Cmm V=m • -44_6mV
Tempe_ 25"C P.. - 216 3 mW
Air Mass Ze_ FF -739
F_e Nime LD-BA I_V Eft - 13 18 %
.1 2 .3 4 S .S .7
VOLTAGE (voILs)
SO0
400
A
Z
uJ
E
n-
0 20¢
100
Lewis Research Center
Cell LO-8 _,, -,-SlO _I
Date 28 Jun 1994 V. - -570.6 mV
RefemnceCe_l A-104 Imm .-4681lnlA
Area 12cm a Vmm *-459 2 mV
Teml)e_ 25"C P... 215 3 mW
AX Mass Zoro FF . 73.9
FIkl Nilme LD-80 I_V Eft. .,13.12%
;IIIII,IIIII,II/IIIIIIII/IIIIIIIIII;AIlIII,III ,iIiiii,i,iii
.1 ,2 .3 .4 .S .6 .7
VOLTAGE (vO4tS) ,_
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.5OO
400
A
2OO
tOO
Lewis Research Center
Cell LD*9 I.. . -501 $5 mA
0me 2$ J_n : _ V. . .567 7 my
Refet'lmceC_ll A-104 I,m, .-.4372mA
AIOl 12c, m j V,m • .441 mV
Tempe_lu_ 25"C P.,. = _92 8 mW
/_q Mass Zero F F ,. 67 6
Fde Nanw LO.gA I_V Ell . II ?_ %
......... I ........ ! ......... ! ......... I" -, .... ! ...... -.-! ......... •
•_ 2 .3 .4 .S 6 .7
VOLTAGE (vOIS)
500
4C0
_o
I.-
Z
I.u
n"
O 2OO
100
Lewis Research Center
ce_l : LD-9 I,, . .501 69 mA
Oale 28 Jun 1994 Vm . -565 2 mV
Reference Cell A-10,4 t.,,m . -4334 tf_
Area 12 cm _ V,,m - -442.7 mV
Temperature : 25"C P_m - 191 9 mW
/Iw Mass Zero F.F.. 676
File Name : Lo-gBI_V Eft. - 11 $9 %
l' II II I 'Ill IIII lllllll I/III/I'I i i ii ill, Ii,i ii
.t .2 .3 .4 .s .s .7
VOLTAGE (volts)
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Lewis Research Center
Cell LD-10 e.. . -See 67 mA
l)i_e 2e .k_ 11_l v, - .570 4 mY
ReterleclCill A-104 I,.., .-4756m_
kell t2 cm t V,u= • 4M 7 mV
TIxn(_Im_D 2S*C Pm• 2182 mW
/bl MiIli Zill_ FF •7S.1
Fdl NIime L()- 10A I_V Elf ,b 13 _j) %
500
400
200
100
.1 ,2 .3 .4 .S .6 .7
VOLTAGE (volts) ,,_
So0
40O
A
9(
e_3_
).-
Z
uJ
IT
rr
0 2OO
!00
Lewis Research Center
Cea LD-10 t. - -50e 85 mA
0t_e :211J_m t994 V,. --_94mV
Referlnce C_ : A-104 I,m. • .474.7 mA
: 12 cm _ Vm - -459 1 mV
Twnoerlil_) : 2S*C P,., .. 217,9 mW
A_ _ ZMO F,F. ,, 752
File Name : LD-108.1_V Eft.. 13.28 %
LI'I_I_I|_I'II_LIIIIILL[LIIIIILLILLILII'*L_IIIII'ILL
.1 ,2 .3 .4 .5
VOLTAGE (volts)
L L,LIL*I,_,.tll
.4 .7
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SO0
40O
_3OO
I-
Z
uJ
rr
rr
O 20O
100
Lewis Research Cenler
Cell LD-II I_ *-$10a mA
Dale _ql,_n 1994 V.. .-$836mV
P4l_lre,h(:QCeU A-104 l,m .-4_Tm.A
Ate8 12Cm: Vim.. -47S 9 mV
Teml)eratum 25"C P_,_ - Z2_ 9 mW
kr Mass Zim_ FF ,,761
F_le Name LD-11AI V ER .1383%
ii.l,l,,l,l,*,,,,Jl, ,iLlJlJ,ill,,l,,,lll ,,1 ,jl i,ll|||il,
.1 .2 .3 .4 .S
VOLTAGE (volts)
6 .7
NASA
500
40O
I-
Z
uJ
CC
n-
O 2O0
100
Lewis Research Center
Cem lD-l_ t. .-510 6 n_
Dale 28 Jun 1994 V,. ,, -._ 3 mV
Relerer_ce Cell _A.104 I.m .474.1 _V_
_el : 12 Cm m Vll . -47_ 8 mV
Teml:)eralum : 25"C P.,... 225.6 mW
AJtMass Zero F.F, . 76.1
File Na_me :L_IIB$ V Eft. m 13 7_*Ji,
I'l'',J'll'Jl_'',J|*,JJl;,,*|,L_,,l,J,i,,I,,,lillL|[Jllml'|',,JlJl',|
mi '_ .3 .4 .5 .S ,7
VOLTAGE (vo, s)
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C_ll LD. 12 _ , .ejO8 2_ m,A
O_e 2gJu_ 1Rt4 V. = -S?Sl mV
I:qlferlnceCelt A-IO4 I_, .-4673mA
Aela 12cm i V,.m, - 470 t mV
T_rl_u_) 2_°C P.,, ,. 219 &mW
_u¢ Mass Zero F F . 7'5
F_ Name LO-12A I_V EM J, 1338%
** JJtllll, ,,,ll,,,I.,li,l,l*Jil,liidljll,,,,j,Jlllll I
1 .2 .3 .4 .S
VOLTAGE (vOltS)
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C_ LO-12
Dale 20 Jun 1994
Referenoll Cell A-IO4
Area : 12 cm I
Tem1_eratum 25"C
A. lUtass Zero
File N _l_.e LD.12BLV
l.,,,lll, i
.I .2
Lewis Research Center
L,, . -S0_ 35 mA
V,, °-$72.7 mV
t,,,,, , -._ 7 mA
Veto . 468 4 mV
P,... 218.6 mW
F.F ,.715
Eft. .1332%
J J I I I I I J I I I I I ] I I I I I .... J I 11 J I I I d I A I
.3 .4 .S .6 .7
VOLTAGE (volts) ,,.
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Lewis Research Center
Cd LO-t3 I_ t 498 I mA
Oeto _ _ 1994 V. - .S76 6 mV
RoferoncsCo01 A.104 I,,_ ,, -4639mA
A:oa ! 2 cm e V.,., . 469 7 mV
T em_eramtum 25"C P.,, .217|mW
A_r Mass Zoro F F.. 7130
FdeName I.D-13AI_V Eft . 1328%
"''l'''''l*''''''''illAl*llJll,,I,l*l*JlJLJ,,,,,,llllJlJ
.1 .2 .3 .4 .S
VOLTAGE (volts)
ll,.lJ,J,,,I
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t.u
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Lewis Research Center
Cell LD-13 I,. . .49e 41 mA
Date : 28 Jun 1994 V. . -572.1 mV
Reference Cell ; A-104 I=., ., -4609 mA
Am;I : 12 cm a Vm - -469 mV
Temperalum : ES*C P.., - 216.2 mW
Air Mass Zero FF . 75.8
F#4 Name : LD-130.I_V Eft. 1,13.17%
,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,11,,,,,,,,i ..... r,,,1.,,,,,,,,i,,i,,,,,,i,,1,1,,,, i •
.J,.,,_.ll,,J,,,,J*|,a,,l,lJJl,;,,_JJJJlJl. JJ,:,,l.J.,
.1 2 .3 .4 .5
VOLTAGE (voWs)
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Lewis Research Center
C4MI : L0-14 I. . ..494 97 mA
Dine :211.k_ 1994 v. ,,,.5e2mV
ReklnlnCe Celt A.I04 I,,,., -461 mA
Aire4 : 12 cm j V.,,, . ..4?2.3 mV
T (ImperMurll _'C P_,B =2177mW
A_r Mass Zero FF. ,, 74.9
FileNime -LO-14AI V Eft. -13.27%
r,,,, .... l ......... '1, , ', ..... |, , rTrT ''' l ''' r'rT' ,|, ,',r,, , ,|,,,, ,,; r ; ] ,
.i 2 .3 .4 5
VOLTAGE (volts)
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Lewis Research Center
C4dl : LD-14 I,,, . -499 19 mA
Dill : 28 Jun 1994 V.. ,,, .578.4 mV
FkplomncQ C_I . A-104 B 11,n . -459.3
Aroll ; 12cm Vmm .-471 mV
T_ :25°C P,,,,, .2164mW
Air Mass Zero F.F. - 74.9
FileNmme :L0-148.l V Eft. -13.19%
L,JJ,JJ,,I*J*,,,J,JI|,A,*,,*,IJ,,,,,,,,I,|,_,,,*,IIJ,,,J,I II,,,,J,,,Jl
._ 2 .3 .4 .S .$ .7
VOLTAGE (volts)
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Lewis Research Center
cow LD-tS I,, • .511MmA
Oate 28 Jun 1994 V. - .$75 3 mV
Re_mDn(:,,,Ced_ A.t_ L.,., --4799mA
/bOa 12 (:ms V.m • .465 I mV
T_nm.n : 2S'C P,.., • 223 2 mW
A_ Mass Zero FF -757
FdoName 'LD-1SAI V Eft ,,136%
_ZT|II:n;:TT_.|tZXIZI;IZII]ZTI'IZ'''r|''I','',T'|',.,_,t.,nT'r.,T .... |_
LLJiI_AJJA)*ALhlJlllLIJJlJIIIIil,I]JJLJAJJiJLIIJ_,iJ,
.I 2 .3 .4 .5
VOLTAGE {vOltS)
.6 ,7
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_3O0
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(_ 2OO
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Lewis Research Center
C_ : ID.t 5 _.. . -$11 76 mA
Date : 28 Jurl 1994 V. . -572e mV
Referents _111: A-I04 Iu = -476 mA
Area : 12 cm_ V_.. -4_5 8 mV
Temaemtum : 25"C P,,,, - 2222 mW
AirMass Zoto F.F.. 75,B
FdoNamo :L0-1581V Eft. =13.54%
1,] 1_ i11 i ] i i 11"_'_ _, l| x ! i x nj _ 1 z u;I T r i , ,', , y , |T, , T v T_ i y i, _, , _ , T_ Wll , , , _ , , _ , i ,
.I .z ._ ._ .s .o .7
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